Paulett Angella Hemmings HI GOG

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
July 07, 2017
SUBJECT: Decry 16th Level #10 Earth Transformation & Hue Shearer
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
THIS IS A 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM. THIS LEVEL IS
HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND HIGHER THAN A DECREE
I PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE
ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER
ALL LIFE, DEATH, ESISTENCE, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN DECLARE IN THIS
CONGESSARUM THAT:
Any bad thing that happens to me or my family are the result of the State of Florida and the State of
New York. They are guilty of conspiracy, treachery, treasonomous 16th level and higher, and much
more.
No leeder, leader, leadur, government, devels, satan, wicked, evil, bad, D’man, B’man, anyone,
anything, or any authority can use one of my family names or any part of my family name at any time
in the past, present or time to come; it can never happen, it can never happen, it can never happen, it
can never happen, I use the highest number I can use, full stop.
No one and no devel, satan, evil, bad, or wicked can use someone’s children, sister, brother, mother,
father, generations or someone’s authority to open the person, to kill, torture, terror, or destroy the
same person, at no time this ever happen. It did not happen, it did not happen, it did not happen, it did
not happen.
All the power and authority you have taken and stolen from me and others over the many thrillianth
centrymenias so you can continue to have giganamous strength, this can never happen, can never
happen, and I add the highest number that esist.
Every bad thing and event that have happened and could happen, cannot affect me, my mate, my
children, my family, my parents, my brothers and sisters, aunts, uncles, cousins, nephews, nieces,
grandparents, or my generations from any word of mouth, order, commands, decry, decree, song,
music, article, or any document.
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Right Elevation Levels
State of Florida, New York, and others, all my family members are to be in the right level and
elevations they are to be in in all parts of this Natural Natural Earth and every part of this Earth they are
in. All my family members are to be in the right homes they are to be in, and in the right communitys
they are to be in. Federal Governments, all governments, all leeders, and politics, stop killing and
destroying my family and generations. I Command you out of my EARTH and Chreations. Out of my
EARTH and Chreations. Out of my EARTH and Chreations. Out of my EARTH and Chreations. Out of
my EARTH and Chreations.
Elevation Changes and Confusion
State of Florida, many people have been cut out of their homes and communities and found themselves
zoned in or zoned out and having problems living from day to day because of the elevation changes.
They can get in and out sometimes, and other times they cannot get in their community or their home.
Many of those shut out have to find hotels whenever they are shut out from their homes when it is
zoned out. These situations are happening in the Natural and more so in the Cut-out, Parletas and
Perspectile. I have had problems in June 2017, finding my way to my home because I was zoned in,
and I saw many homes in my community that do not esist in the elevation I live in, and the street I was
able to find my way through to get home after about 4 – 5 hours walking around, disappeared about a
day after.
I contacted the Hillsborough Sheriff/Police about two days after the zone in problem in my community
happened in June, and the police told me that they do not take any complaint when it is not an injury or
a death does not happen. I gave them my name and that I am the Chreator of the Earth and GOG, and
they did not care. Tampa Bay Police Department/Hillsborough County Florida, did you use the zoner
on me in June 2017, that caused major catastrophes with me and my generations in other elevations?
Central Jamaica Continent/West Indies/Caribbean Passport and Visa Requirements
US Jamaicans, Canada Jamaicans, British Jamaican, Mexico Jamaicans, South America Jamaicans,
Central America Jamaicans, cannot live in Jamaica West Indies or any part of the West Indies. Only
natural born Jamaica West Indies, other natural born West Indians for other West Indies
States/Caribbeans, their familys, and their generations can live in the west Indies. Canada and Britain
will go through the normal Visa and passport requirements when traveling through the West
Indies/Caribbean. Visa entry is relaxed for Britain and Canadians when traveling to the West
Indies/Caribbean.
For Central Jamaica Continent/Central America, all who are not from the Central continent cannot live
there. They can travel and work but not live.
Work Visas are allowed to those who are qualified for Jamaica West Indies, other West
Indies/Caribbean/Central Jamaica/Central America States.
All Jamaica West Indies or Central Jamaica Continent Montegonias States who are in their 6th
generations, can live and work in Jamaica.
All Original Jamaica West Indies or Central Jamaica Continent Montegonias States residents and states
that were cut out and placed in other parts of the Earth can travel to Jamaica without a visa.
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Work Visas are allowed for qualified applicants who want to work in the Central & North Jamaica
Continents/U.S.A.
In South America, there is Paraguay, & Uraguay. They are Jamaican from the Central Jamaican
continent in the Montegonias States, and they can visit and work in Jamaica.
For Japan & Korea, you are Jamaicans and no visa needed for visit to Jamaica.
Botswana in the South part of Africa, only those who are from there, their familys, generations, and
Jamaica West Indies can live there. Work visas are allowed for those who qualify. Botswana can visit
Jamaica and no visa requirement. They can also work in Jamaica.
All west Indies/Caribbean can visit Canada, Britain, Mexico, and the rest of the States/Countries in this
Earth anytime they want with no visa requirement or passport. All they need is their country
identification.
What Hue Shearer once a Prime Minister of Jamaica Looks Like
I noticed that the photographs of both the Consular General of Jamaica (New York), and a former dead
Prime Minister of Jamaica West Indies looks very similar. His name is Hugh Shearer, and I believe he
was in politics before I was born. You look at the pictures and decide for yourselves. This is the same
Consular General who took my passport and want my hair on my head to be cut off so he could get the
shape of my forehead so they could make plastic, rubber, and other forms of non-Life, or Persons with
my facial image and to use my authority, my information, and my family name to do wickedness and to
impersonate me. He also wanted me to feature my ears so that he could get into my hearing and to
copy my ears to use them, as the ears are important features of the impersonation forms.
I have pictures of Hugh Shearer and the Consular general to show you how they are the same person.
He is dead and yet alive and he organized a computer piracy of my photographs and they shut down my
computer today, August 18, 2017, and I had to call some attorneys and others for them to see what was
happening to me. I couldn’t get any pictures from my computer folder. Shearer and others locked
down my pitcher folder and they could’t open. They were sitting inside my computer holding the
folder lock and had strings attached to something that they were pulling. They kept putting my eyes to
sleep, and they are in my back pulling out my bones from my back while I tried to prepare this
document for you.
Others asked Hue Shearer why he does not want to show his photograph as Barak Obama, Donald
Trump, Hillary Clinton, and Sir Alexander Bustamante pictures and information are all there. He said
he does not want anyone to know that it is him dead and alive at the same time. So, they are saying that
he is a PUSSY BATTY MAN AND THAT IS WHY HE THINKS HE IS DIFFERENT FROM
OTHERS, AND THAT IS A FITTING NAME FOR HIM.
The many devel man arrested my computer all day and removed many of my work that I have finished
and ready to post on the computer to tell you that this Earth has 34 levels and 99 Elevations. I
explained the transcending and descending process from one elevation to the other. I have a lot of other
information important for you to know and they removed my two documents today. What I learned is
that they removed my personal information from my computer including my photos and videos to use
in FBI investigation, and to cut and splice pictures of me, so they can slander my name as FBI cannot
find anything dirty on me. The problem is MAN.
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They are going to use my information for their own purpose as they have access to remove my
documents from my computer anytime they want. They use the giganamous vectors, open my home,
open my body, and they pull many things from my body. They cut out the middle of my head today
and as I am writing, and they went into my head. Today, they put themselves inside my head, and
many explosions went off from them inside my head. They are in my head pulling out my brain and
hooking many things on my brain. They are removing many items from my home. Two major pieces
of work was removed. Each of them was about 9 pages or more long, that I have been working days,
nights, and months without sleep or food or bath.
My home is an open street where the FBIs, Federals, and many comes in any time day or night and
removed my money, my personal items, and my computer documents as they want. They arrested my
computer many times per day, and I cannot use it. They put me to sleep whey they want so that I
cannot do my work. They use the vector, stinging, biting, burning and the cut of time to remove me
from my computer room so they can use my computer when they want and I cannot use it. On my neck
back and on both my breasts they burn me with soldering iron or the zoner a few days ago and my
breasts have black burn marks on them and my neck back has a big burn. I do not use hot iron in my
hair as I braid my hair. On Sunday, I believe they were in my office removing many things from my
computer and they had many attaché cases with many electronics. I damaged some of them, and they
exploded and they came back and removed more information from my computer. All my school work
are on my computer, my dissertation, my many course papers, my book that is published, and many
documents that I wrote personal and non-personal.
In the year 2013, they removed all my information from my computer, and I almost didn’t get to finish
my PhD course, as they removed everything including my dissertation and left me empty. They came
with an attaché case and removed my information and up to now no information I can get back from
those documents and videos from my various travel to many different counties on my vacation. They
are planning to take my work and to use them any way they want, any time they want, with anything
they want. As it seems, I have become their slave, as they can come and go in my home and do as they
choose with my work, with my money, with my banks, with my TVs, Newspapers, Radios, Internet and
other communication networkings as they choose. Your leeders are insects, animals, and species,
dressed up in shells or effigies, as they are spirits that are not visible with the natural eyes and not
touchable with the natural hands.
I am a Caicoban and not a human as human is the devels. “Hue” is the woman’s last name and “Man”
is the man’s last name. Wo is the woman’s last name of another generation and “Man” is the man’s last
name. I am not plastic, rubber, paper, electronics, or tremoline. I have natural normal flesh on my skin
and red blood runs through my veins. The devels tear up my hair and used acid on my skin and hair
many times, and so I braid my hair as it is the best thing to do as the devels won’t stop destroying me. I
cannot live like a normal person since about January 2013 when Barak Obama and many of these same
ones open my body and tore me out and killed me. They removed my brain, my memory, my
information with them. They kept returning and removing more and more of me, and I have become
their experiments.
I have to urine on myself as I work on this document to post, as I have to write what Hue Shearer and
the others are doing to me at the time I am writing. The wicked devels kept monitoring my bladder,
and they know that I needed to pass my urine. They kept pressing my bladder to expedite the urine.
They wanted me to get up to go to the toilet and for them to remove this document from my computer
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like the other two they removed today. I had to urine on myself as I couldn’t risk losing this document
as well. The urine runs down on the carpet and soaked my office. It is almost 12:00 AM now, and I am
still working on this document with no food and no sleep and I cannot get things done, as these things
like to play mischief and I am not an animal and what I am doing is not insect or animal things. So, I
have become a prisoner in my own home, as I have not slept in about four days and nights straight and
almost no food to eat and just terror up on top of terror and wickedness on top of wickedness they are
doing to me. My children, my chreations, my Earths, my authority, and all Esistence under my
authority have all become theirs and my life continually destroys day by day and minute by minute.
Two of them in my head digging out my head and I asked them what they are doing in my brain. They
said they are trying to take control of my brain again so they can control me. I asked them what they are
going to have me do when they are controlling me. Write thing and then destroy and remove it? They
didn’t answer and they continued.
Allowance Changes
I Paulett Angella Hemmings (Earth) is the only one who can increase or decrease the monthly
allowances since I have been born and after I know who I AM. No other leader, Chreator, Head
that is over an authority, no other Person, Uppers, GOG, Head of State(s), authority, Rank, or People
can make any change at no time and in no level or elevation in these Earths.
Allowances for uniform and maintenance of work uniforms are ongoing and not reduced.
I do revise my commands when it is necessary and especially as the Federal government have been
overriding my authority and commands.
Use the last or the latest changes to a specific command in the articles, decrees, decrys and higher
instead of the earlier ones, as it best suits the employee, homeowner, or my children.
If there is a conflict with any of my orders or commands, use the best one that benefit the employee, my
children, or give them what they choose (not the devels).
Breast Milk
Angies/Women are not to breast feed their babies. The devels put themselves in your breasts and they
go into the breast milk. When you are feeding your young babies, the babies drink the milk with the
devels in them and the devels get inside their bowels, brain and take over the children from baby
stages.
Baby Food
Give babies bottle milk. Change the nipples often like every week or every two weeks. Sterilize the
nipple and pour a little rum and a little ganja juice in the nipple sterilizer while sterilizing the nipples.
Sterilize the nipple bottle as well. When the children are of age, you can give them cornmeal cereal for
their breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Change up the menu at times. Give them banana cereal made from
green bananas as well. Give them oats cereal, and smashed or puree boiled pumpkin with real butter
smashed in it. Smash the white St. Vincent yam with butter and puree well prepared chicken, mashed
potatoes with real butter and add well prepared chicken to it. You can add well prepared fish for them
to eat with potatoes, pumpkin, crushed vegetable. Cook the beet root and smash it with butter and add
chicken, fish, to it for the children and other vegetables. Always mix the vegetable with the starchy
foods like the white yam, the potatoes, the pumpkin, and so on. Only use the fish when you have
removed all bones and slightly puree the fish so no bones in them.
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Earth Transformation
The federal does not want the Earth to be transformed, so I have put together the Articles and Decry’s
with the instructions to rebuild and to restructure the Earth in this Natural Natural Earth. The Earth
should have been transformed a long time ago, and the time should have come for everyone and
everything to come together in the right manner. All these devels in this Natural Earth who are here
should have been transformed like natural Earth peoples with minor differences, but they do not want
this to happen, and they do not want to return to their own Makings.
This part of the Natural Natural Earth that is on the map is not on the right elevation or level it is to be
on. It is flipped and twisted with about three other Earths and then torn apart, then hoisted up and tied
to posts. The other bigger part of the Natural Natural Earth is below it. It is beautiful but it is like a
piece of rag or carpet or towel that the devels cut apart and travel with them in their pants pockets and
folded them up like a hand kerchief.
Every time the Earth is to be transformed the Federal government created major obstacles so the Earth
cannot be transformed, it cannot go to its right home and a place for it to stay permanently. The Earth
has been in many disasters, is tired, battered, torn up, and need major transformation. The federal
devels do not want this to be done. The Earth cannot go through transformation with the Earth tied up
on posts and separated from its other part. The other three Earth Levels that it is flipped with must be
unflipped. I do not know how that is going to be done, as the federals have my brain in their heads and
using my information, and I cannot use my information as they take control of it. The federals have
made it that I cannot be in the Earth in the right time, with my knowledge of who I am at the time I am
to have it, and using the right procedures. Everything must be done on the federal time, in their way,
anytime they want, with anything they want, and any how they want. This Natural Earth is mine, and I
am not able to have control of my Earths as the federals do not want to give up, and they want to
continue leeding, controlling, and destroying you. Nothing can be done like that and so nothing could
have been done to help these Earths for a very long time. The federals do not know what they want,
they cannot decide what they want, and they cannot come to an agreement that can be carried through
from one stage to another. So, this Natural Earth is stuck in the rut.
Jamaica & Russia
Jamaica Continents is sister to Russia. Jamaica Continents is connected to Russia to the North.
Jamaica Continents and Russia are always to have good relationship. Russian plastics, tremoline,
rubber, electromagnetics, paper, electric, and other forms are not to contact or connect to any part of
Jamaica Continents.
Wigs for Women and men
Women wear your Wigs if you do not have any time to twig (twist)
Wear red, green, or gold whenever it is too cold, or whenever you want to gooooo
Man wear your wigs and if you prefer wear 2 PAY (toupee)
Sea Salt
Sea salt with the right amount of iodine, no part to be reduced, must be sold refined so it is easily
dissolved, and not only in the large salt crystal grains. A variety of sea salt brands from different
companies with fine grains that has iodine and easily dissolve in water must be available in the
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supermarkets and food stores. No sea salt can have plastic, fiber, or any foreign grains, powder,
included in the product.

Virol Drink Mix
All Virol Drink Mix that looks like a paste and good for babies and adults must return to the food stores
and supermarkets immediately.
Olivia Oil
All Olivia Oil must return to pharmacies, drug stores, beauty stores, cosmetic stores, supermarkets and
marts. This is not the same as Olive Oil. This must be done immediately.
Conway Stores New York
All Conways retail stores are to return to New York and the other places they removed them from,
immediately, and in the locations they once were in. This is a store that is well liked, well used, and
the clothing and things are usable for all levels of Life in this Earth.
Credit Card Banks
At this time, all credit card banks are to double the money to be placed on each credit card holder’s
credit card account to $12,000, as I have instructed since January 8, 2017.
The State of Georgia
The State of Georgia is a Black state. The State of Georgia cannot, at no time, have a pink/white
leeder/leader or Leadur. The State of Georgia can only have a black Leadurs/Leaders. At anytime in
the past or present, the State of Georgia has a pink skin/white leeder or leader, it is invalid and never
happen, never happen, never happen, never happen.
Right Communication Connections
For the Brandon, Florida community, where I live, I want to have the British, Jamaica, Caribbean, all of
central America, all of north America and south America communications connected to Telephone
numbers, Internet, world wide web access, Television and Cable immediately and also for the
electricity circuit, currant, voltage.
Hospitals
Every Hospital in this Earth must give breakfast, lunch and dinner to each patient. No Hospital in
Russia, China, Africa, Caribbean, South America, Europe can ever admit a patient and not provide
breakfast, lunch, and dinner/supper to them. Every hospital must have their own frank or mint
machine with no spending limit to make a patient comfortable and physically fit. It is best to avoid
plastic, synthetic, or fiber medications. Hospitals are to research the plants and use the natural plants
as medicine and not synthetic medications, plastic, or fiber that do not help the patient to be whole and
full.
All hospitals must keep the floors, equipments, tools, syringes, clean with natural plant extracts that are
no reduced by removing the gluten, fat, calories, and other particles that must be in the product. You
can use extracts from the Seville orange skin, bougainvillea flowers and leaves, myrtle flowers and
leaves, iodine plant, ganja distilled, the pine tree leaves, ammonia. To clean. The myrtle flowers and
the bougainvillea extract are estremely good for metals, or anything that has metal, tin, wire, can, in it.
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College
The proper name to use for higher education is College for Associates Degree up to a Bachelor’s
Degree. College is a collection of knowledge/knollege. A UniCollege is the proper name for a
Master’s Degree to a PHd Level. UniCollege means union of knowledge that is shared. Multiple
knowledge and development eschanged to generate higher awareness and different thinking.
The proper names to use for the degrees are:
Angies/Woman
Bachelorette Degree
Ban/Man
Bachelor Degree
Angie/Woman
Mistress Degree or Mistressess for some Levels/Elevations
Ban/Man
Masters Degree
PHd
Paulett Hemmings Degree
PAHd
Paulett Angella Hemmings Degree
University is a devel name and it means one version or one movement, and must not be used.
THIS IS THE END OF THE 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM. THIS
LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND HIGHER THAN A
DECREE
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PhD.
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HIGOG)
HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST GOLDEN APPLE
HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST PHD/PAHD GOG
HIGHEST CHREATOR OVER KUM KAN
HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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